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Company logo

4

Scottish 
companies

soft 
drinks

a G Barr plc

lsE: BaG

Ftse 250 component

Do some reSEarch
www.agbarr.co.uk
Positives
+ Irn Bru is a very well-known brand.
+ Company has an excellent long-term profit record
Negatives
- Sugar content of most soft drink products controversial
- Diseconomies of distributing a very limited product range

A.G. Barr p.l.c. is a Scottish branded soft drinks company. The
company produces, markets and sells juice drinks, iced teas,
energy drinks, spring water and cocktail mixers and is best known 
for  Irn-Bru.
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sCottish 
companies

soft 
drinks

a G barr plc

lse: Bag

Ftse 250 Component

do some research
www.agbarr.co.uk
Positives

 + Irn Bru is a very well-known brand
 + Company has an excellent long-term profit record

Negatives
 - Sugar content of most soft drink products controversial
 - Diseconomies of distributing a very limited product range

A.G. Barr p.l.c. is a Scottish branded soft drinks company. The
company produces, markets and sells juice drinks, iced teas,
energy drinks, spring water and cocktail mixers and is best known 
for  Irn-Bru.
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sCottish 
companies

media

stV group plc

lse: stVG

Ftse smallcap index

do some research
www.stvplc.tv
Positives

 + Well known and trusted media brand
 + Limited television competition 

Negatives
 - Increasing competition from platforms such as Netflix 
 - Growing prohibitions on advertising certain products and services

STV Group plc, previously known as Scottish Television plc and 
Scottish Media Group plc, is a Scottish media company. Originally 
formed as Scottish Television, the ITV licence holder for central 
Scotland, the company changed its name to Scottish Media Group 
in 1996 and acquired the licence holder for Northern Scotland, 
Grampian Television, in 1997. The Scottish and Grampian 
channels were rebranded as STV in 2006.
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sCottish 
companies

traVel & 
leisure

stagecoach 
group plc

lse: sgc

Ftse 250 component

do some research
www.stagecoach.com
Positives

 + Narrowing company focus on what it does best (UK bus operations)
 + High and well covered dividend yield 

Negatives
 - Record of making costly mistakes through unsuccessful diversification
 - Internet reducing shopping related travel demand

Stagecoach Group plc is a transport group based in Perth, 
Scotland, and operates buses, trains, trams and express coaches 
in the United Kingdom. The group was founded in 1980 by current 
chairman Brian Souter and his sister Ann Gloag. 
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retail

fashion

Boohoo.Com

lse: Boo

do some research
www.boohooplc.com
Positives

 + The young especially focused on buying online
 + Rapid sales growth

Negatives
 - Constant need to update product line
 - Fashion is fickle, and reputations for getting it right are made and destroyed overnight

Boohoo.com is a UK-based online fashion retailer, aimed at 16–30 
year-olds. The business was founded in 2006 and had sales in the 
2018 financial year of almost £580 million. It specialises in own 
brand fashion clothing, with over 36,000 products.
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retail

online 
fashion

asos plC

lse: asc

do some research
www.asosplc.com
Positives

 + Potential for growing overseas operations
 + Highly respected brand

Negatives
 - Problem of buyers using products and then returning ‘unused’
 - Slowing domestic sales growth

ASOS plc is a british online fashion and cosmetic retailer. The 
company was founded in 2000 in London, primarily aimed at 
young adults. The website sells over 850 brands as well as its own 
range of clothing and accessories, and ships to all 196 countries 
from fulfilment centres in the UK, US and Europe.
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retail

fashion

Jd sports

lse: Jd

Ftse 100 Component

do some research
www.jdplc.com
Positives

 + Successfully exploited retail demand for low cost sporting clothing/ footwear
 + Strong sales growth record

Negatives
 - ESG reputation very poor
 - Company’s high street expansion strategy high risk

JD Sports Fashion plc, more commonly known as just JD Sports, 
is a sports-fashion retail company based in Bury, Greater 
Manchester, with shops throughout the United Kingdom, Ireland 
and the United States. It is a subsidiary of the Pentland Group.
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retail

fashion

inditex

Bmad: itX

do some research
www.inditex.com
Positives

 + Zara brand and company’s sales network highly regarded
 + Inditex designs and makes its own clothes. A tight supply chain means it doesn’t need to tie up 

lots of money in excess stock, and it can react to changes in fashion trends quickly
Negatives
 - If consumer spending slows, Inditex could be hurt by people opting for less expensive fashion
 - Success can breed complacency and/or hubris 

Inditex is a Spanish multinational clothing company and the 
biggest fashion group in the world. It operates over 7,200 stores in 
93 countries worldwide. The company’s flagship store is Zara, but 
it also owns the chains Zara Home, Massimo Dutti, Bershka, Pull 
and Bear, Oysho, Stradivarius and Uterqüe. Over 70% of profits 
comes from the vast Zara chain.
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retail

grocery

tesco plc

lse: tsco

iseQ: tco

Ftse 100 Component

do some research
https://www.tescoplc.com
Positives

 + Well known out of town shopping brand
 + Growing online presence 

Negatives
 - Tough competition from likes of Aldi and Lidl
 - Historically, poor ESG reputation

Tesco plc is a British multinational groceries and general 
merchandise retailer. It is the third-largest retailer in the world 
measured by gross revenues and ninth-largest retailer in the 
world measured by revenues. It has shops in seven countries 
across Asia and Europe, and is the market leader of groceries 
in the UK (where it has a market share of around 28.4%), 
Ireland, Hungary and Thailand. Originally a UK grocer, Tesco has 
expanded globally since the early 1990s, with operations in 11 
other countries in the world. The company pulled out of the US in 
2013, but as of 2018 continues to see growth elsewhere. 
Tesco had a market capitalisation of approximately £18.1 billion as 
of 22 April 2015, the 28th-largest of any company with a primary 
listing on the London Stock Exchange. 
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Walmart Inc. is an American multinational retail corporation that 
operates a chain of hypermarkets, discount department stores, 
and grocery stores. As of July 31 2019, Walmart has 11,389 stores 
and clubs in 27 countries, operating under 55 different names 
including Asda in the United Kingdom. 

Walmart is the world’s largest company by revenue, with US 
$514.405 billion, according to Fortune Global 500 list in 2019. 
Walmart was the largest U.S. grocery retailer in 2019, and 

65-percent of Walmart’s US $510.329 billion sales came from U.S. operations. It is also the largest 
private employer in the world with 2.2 million employees. It is a publicly traded family-owned 
business, as the company is controlled by the Walton family who own over 50-percent of Walmart.

retail

grocery

walmart

nyse: Wmt

dJia component

s + p 100 Component

do some research
https://corporate.walmart.com
Positives

 + Strong product buying power potential as result of company’s size
 + Improving ESG credentials

Negatives
 - Has failed to build a viable Asian presence
 - An overall loser from the global move to internet shopping
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The Walt Disney Company is an American multinational mass 
media and entertainment conglomerate. The company established 
itself as a leader in the animation industry before diversifying into 
live-action film production, television, and theme parks. 

The company is known for its film studio division, The Walt 
Disney Studios, which includes Walt Disney Pictures, Walt Disney 
Animation Studios, Pixar, Marvel Studios, Lucasfilm, 20th Century 
Fox, Fox 2000 Pictures, Fox Searchlight Pictures, and Blue Sky 
Studios. Disney’s other main divisions are Disney Media Networks, 
Disney Parks, Experiences and Products, and Walt Disney Direct-

to-Consumer & International. Disney also owns and operates the ABC broadcast network; cable 
television networks such as Disney Channel, ESPN, Freeform, FX, and National Geographic; publishing, 
merchandising, music, and theatre divisions; and Walt Disney Parks and Resorts, a group of 14 theme 
parks around the world. 

media/

internet

disney 

nyse: dis

dJia component

s + p 100 Component

s + p 500 Component

do some research
www.thewaltdisneycompany.com
Positives

 + Extensive library of sought after animated cartoons and films    
 + Steady profit growth over recent years

Negatives
 - Higher debt levels due to Fox TV acquisition and share buybacks 
 - Entertainment exposure could be vulnerable to an economic recession
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Netflix Inc. is an internet subscription service for watching 
television shows and movies. Subscribers can instantly watch a 
library of television shows and movies streamed over the Internet 
to their televisions, computers, and mobile devices, including those 
produced in-house.  

As of April 2019, Netflix had over 148 million paid subscriptions 
worldwide, including 60 million in the United States, and over 154 
million subscriptions total including free trials. It is available almost 
worldwide except in mainland China (due to local restrictions) as 
well as Syria, North Korea, Iran, and Crimea (due to US sanctions). 

The company also has offices in the Netherlands, Brazil, India, Japan, and South Korea. 

media/

internet

netflix 

nasdaQ: nFlX

nasdaQ-100 component

s + p 100 Component

s + p 500 Component

do some research
www.netflixinvestor.com/ir-overview/profile/default.aspx
Positives

 + Increase in international subscribers from 27.4 million in Jan 2016 to 91.5 million in 2019 
 + Well regarded management team, led by CEO Reed Hastings, with positive company culture

Negatives
 - Losing vital content such as Friends, The Office and the Disney back catalogue
 - Increase in competitors with Disney, Apple and Warner Media entering the streaming market 

in the next year
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The Coca-Cola Company is an American based globally operated  
corporation, which manufactures, retails, and markets non-
alcoholic beverage concentrates and syrups. The company is best 
known for its flagship product Coca-Cola. 

The company has operated a franchised distribution system 
since 1889: the Company largely produces syrup concentrate, 
which is then sold to various bottlers throughout the world who 
hold exclusive territories. The company owns its anchor bottler in 
North America, Coca-Cola Refreshments. The company’s stock is 
listed on the NYSE and other markets.

food/

consumaBles

Coca cola 

nyse: ko

dJia component

s + p 100 Component

s + p 500 Component

do some research
www.coca-colacompany.com
Positives

 + Gigantic, unrivalled global brand 
 + Global reach means scope to cross-sell new brands like Costa Coffee

Negatives
 - Environmental backlash against plastic packaging and health impact of sugary drinks
 - Traditional US market mature and organic growth slowing
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Nestle S.A. is a multinational packaged food company, that 
manufactures and markets a wide range of food products. The 
Company’s product line includes milk, chocolate, confectionery, 
bottled water, coffee, creamer, food seasoning and pet foods.

food/

consumaBles

nestle

siX: nesn

do some research
https://www.nestle.co.uk/en-gb
Positives

 + Involved in food innovation (non-meat burgers, chocolate with traditional sugar)
 + Broad geographic spread brings steady growth

Negatives
 - Ongoing history of scandals e.g. baby milk, bottled water
 - Huge size and complexity may hamper decision making
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Greggs plc is the largest bakery chain in the United Kingdom. It 
specialises in savoury products such as bakes, sausage rolls and 
sandwiches and sweet items including doughnuts and vanilla 
slices. It is headquartered in Newcastle upon Tyne. 

leisure/

Bakery

greggs

lse: Grg

Ftse 250 component

do some research
corporate.greggs.co.uk
Positives

 + Greggs has more potential for geographic expansion
 + They aim to extend opening hours to compete with chains like McDonalds

Negatives
 - Despite the successful launch of the vegan sausage roll the food is not that healthy
 - Because sales prices are low they are sensitive to food price increases
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Just Eat PLC provides online marketplace for restaurant delivery. 
The Company offers online takeaway ordering services that 
allows consumers to search for and order in real-time from their 
local takeaway restaurants. Just Eat operates worldwide.

leisure/

online
consumer
serVices

Just eat

lse: Je 

Ftse 100 component

do some research
www.justeatplc.com
Positives

 + Business seeing rapid growth in sales
 + Technology platform scaleable and applicable in many countries

Negatives
 - Quality issues with some restaurant partners
 - Profitability a challenge, competition rife
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McDonald’s Corporation franchises and operates fast-food 
restaurants in the global restaurant industry. The Company’s 
restaurants serve a variety of value-priced menu products in 
countries around the world.

leisure/

restaurants

mCdonalds

nyse:mCd

dJia component

s + p 100 Component

s + p 500 Component

do some research
corporate.mcdonalds.com/corpmcd.html
Positives

 + Brand value immense, extremely recognisable
 + Ability to refresh menus helps growth

Negatives
 - Concerns about environmental impact of meat-eating rising
 - Challenges from food delivery services and casual dining chains
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Starbucks Corporation retails, roasts, and provides its own 
brand of specialty coffee. The Company operates retail locations 
worldwide and sells whole bean coffees through its sales group, 
direct response business, supermarkets, and on the world wide 
web. Starbucks also produces and sells bottled coffee drinks and 
a line of ice creams.

leisure/

coffee

starBucks

nasdaQ: sBuX

nasdaQ-100 component

s + p 100 component

s + p 500 component

do some research
www.starbucks.com
Positives

 + First big global coffee chain with largest brand recognition
 + Scope for product innovation in cold drinks and services such as ordering from phones and 

delivery
Negatives
 - Some large potential markets prefer tea (India, China)
 - Competition rife – it is easy to open a coffee shop
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Computer hardware, Computer software, Consumer electronics, 
Cloud computing, Digital distribution, Fabless silicon design, 
Semiconductors, Financial technology

Apple Inc. designs, manufactures, and markets personal 
computers and related personal computing and mobile 
communication devices along with a variety of related software, 
services, peripherals, and networking solutions. Apple sells its 
products worldwide through its online stores, its retail stores, its 
direct sales force, third-party wholesalers, and resellers.

huGe 
global

brands

apple inc

nasdaQ: aapl

nasdaQ 100 component

dJia component

s + p 100 Component

s + p 500 Component

do some research
investor.apple.com/investor-relations/default.aspx
Positives

 + Unique business model blends hardware and software in sleek design package
 + One of the few big tech companies emphasising privacy and customer security

Negatives
 - Relegated to number 3 globally in phones and concerns about next product launch
 - Flaws in security have emerged
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Cloud computing, E-commerce, Artificial intelligence, Consumer 
electronics, Digital distribution

Amazon.com, Inc. is an online retailer that offers a wide range of 
products. The Company products include books, music, videotapes, 
computers, electronics, home and garden, and numerous other 
products. Amazon offers personalized shopping services, Web-
based credit card payment, and direct shipping to customers. The 
company also operates Amazon web services, which is growing 
rapidly as well as moving into bricks and mortar retailing.  

huGe 
global

brands

amazon

nasdaQ: amzm

nasdaQ 100 component

s + p 100 Component

s + p 500 Component

do some research
www.aboutamazon.com
Positives

 + Dominant online global retailer
 + Amazon web services fast growing

Negatives
 - Anti-competitive worries increasing: anti-trust investigations burgeoning in the US
 - Will governments force it to pay more tax?
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Alphabet Inc. operates as a holding company. The Company, 
through its subsidiaries, provides web-based search, advertisements, 
maps, software applications, mobile operating systems, consumer 
content, enterprise solutions, commerce, and hardware products.

huGe 
global

brands

alphaBet 
(google)

nasdaQ: GooGl

nasdaQ 100 component

s + p 100 Component

s + p 500 Component

do some research
abc.xyz/
Positives

 + Unrivalled reach into online advertising via Google
 + Company part of everyday life for billions of people

Negatives
 - Will societal views on tech-giants using personal data to make money become more hostile?
 - Fines increasing, regulators toughening stance and company recently revealed to secretly 

using data
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Facebook, Inc. operates a social networking website. The 
Company website allows people to communicate with their 
family, friends, and coworkers. Facebook develops technologies 
that facilitate the sharing of information, photographs, website 
links, and videos. Facebook users have the ability to share and 
restrict information based on their own specific criteria.

social

media

faceBook

nasdaQ: fB 

nasdaQ 100 component

s + p 100 Component

s + p 500 Component

do some research
newsroom.fb.com/company-info/
Positives

 + Huge potential to add users in emerging markets
 + Purchases of Instagram, Whatsapp and deployment of Messenger supporting growth

Negatives
 - As one of the key facilitators of the spread of fake news now having to spend more on human 

editors
 - Privacy lapse, anti-trust investigations and low tax payments dent reputation
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Twitter, Inc. provides online social networking and microblogging 
service. The Company offers users the ability to follow other 
users activity, read, and post tweets. Twitter serves customers 
worldwide.

social

media

tWitter 

nyse: twtr

s&p 500 component

do some research
about.twitter.com/en_gb/company.html
Positives

 + Subscribers growing fast and number small compared to other tech giants
 + Users, especially younger ones, widening applications of Twitter e.g. news

Negatives
 - Despite huge resources system still vulnerable to hacking
 - Another facilitator of fake news, still has large numbers of fake accounts and has been 

reluctant to ban extreme views
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Nike, Inc. is an American multinational corporation that designs, 
develops, manufactures, and sells footwear, apparel, equipment, 
and accessories. The company is the world’s largest seller of 
athletic shoes and apparel and a major manufacturer of sports 
equipment, with revenue in excess of US $39.1 billion in its fiscal 
year 2019.

Products are sold via its own stores, subsidiaries and distributors. 
Nike is supplied by over 140 footwear factories located in 
15 countries and almost 400 apparel factories located in 39 
countries.  Nike sponsors many high-profile athletes and sports 

teams around the world, with the highly recognised trademarks of “Just Do It” and the Swoosh logo.

huGe 
global

brands

nike  

nyse: nke

dJia component

s + p 100 Component

s + p 500 Component

do some research
about.nike.com
Positives

 + Nike is a well-established company that is well-known around the world
 + For the last 20 years, revenues have grown each year except for the financial year ending May 

2010 where they decreased very slightly
Negatives
 - The share price is near all-time highs which means it is relatively expensive vs its history 
 - The impact on Nike of the ongoing trade dispute between the US and China is uncertain
 - Potential new tariffs could have a severely negative impact on profits
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Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. (literally “tristar electronics”) is 
a South Korean multinational electronics company that was 
founded in 1969. Samsung Electronics is a major manufacturer 
of semiconductors and consumer electronics: personal 
computers, monitors, televisions, and home appliances such as 
air conditioners and microwave ovens. They have assembly plants 

and sales networks in 80 countries and employ over 300,000 people. Clients of Samsung’s electronic 
components such as lithium-ion batteries, chips and flash memory devices, include Apple, Sony, 
HTC and Nokia. Samsung has been the world’s largest television manufacturer since 2006, and the 
world’s largest mobile phones manufacturer since 2011.  Samsung Electronics is an industry leader 
in technology and is ranked as a top 10 global brand.

huGe 
global

brands

samsung  

lse: smsn

do some research
www.samsung.com/uk/aboutsamsung/home
Positives
 - At the cutting edge of technology and creating innovative products. Clients include large blue- 

chip companies such as Apple
 - World’s largest manufacturer of consumer electronics and semiconductors by revenue

Negatives
 - Hampered by technical problems such as batteries over-heating and catching fire, and       

malfunctioning screens in the Galaxy Fold smartphone released in April 2019
 - There have been accusations that Samsung has employed under-age labourers and that 

working conditions are unsafe in some of its factories. The company is facing charges in France 
for these potential violations.
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Altria Group, Inc. (previously known as Philip Morris Companies, 
Inc.) is an American corporation and one of the world’s largest 
producers and marketers of tobacco, cigarettes and related 
products. It operates worldwide and is the parent company of 
Philip Morris USA, John Middleton, Inc., U.S. Smokeless Tobacco 
Company, Inc., Philip Morris Capital Corporation, and Chateau 
Ste. Michelle Wine Estates. 

Altria also maintains large minority stakes in the world’s largest 
brewer ABInBev, the Canadian cannabis company Cronos Group, 
and the e-cigarette maker JUUL Labs.

huGe 
global

brands

altria 

nyse: mo

s&p 100 component

s&p 500 component

do some research
www.altria.com/Pages/default.aspx
Positives

 + Sells Marlboro, the world’s best-selling cigarette brand
 + Generates a decent amount of cash and is able to pay a generous dividend (the company 

targets a dividend payout ratio of 80% of adjusted diluted Earnings Per Share)
Negatives
 - Scientific evidence suggests that tobacco products are bad for health and there has also been    

bad press around the use of e-cigarettes
 - Company is heavily reliant on sales in the US and subject to changes in regulation and excise 

taxes there. Customer concentration is also a concern with the largest customer accounting 
for more than 27% of sales in 2018
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LVMH Moët Hennessy, also known as LVMH, is a French 
multinational luxury goods conglomerate. The company was 
formed in 1987 under the merger of fashion house Louis Vuitton 
with champagne and cognac producer Moët Hennessy. It controls 
around 60 subsidiaries that each manage a small number of 
prestigious brands. Products include: 
• Perfumes: Christian Dior, Guerlain & Givenchy
• Cosmetics: Nude, Fresh and Benefit
• Luggage, watches and jewellery: TAG Heuer and Bulgari
• Wines and spirits (Dom Pérignon, Moët & Chandon, Veuve  
 Clicquot, and Hennessy 
• Fashion and leather goods: Donna Karan, Fendi, Givenchy,  
 Kenzo, Marc Jacobs and Louis Vuitton. 

LVMH’s retail division includes Sephora cosmetics stores, Le Bon 
Marché Paris department stores and 61% of DFS Group (duty-free shops). Bernard Arnault, the 
richest man in France, is the Chairman and CEO and his family own approximately 46% of LVMH and 
the majority of the voting rights.

luXury

goods

louis Vuitton 
moet 
hennessey  

euronext: mc

Cac 40 component

do some research
www.lvmh.com
Positives

 + Many of the brands are very famous and highly regarded
 + Sales have grown each year for the last 10 years

Negatives
 - The share price is high vs its history but is this growth sustainable? 
 - The dividend isn’t hugely generous (payout ratio of 47% in 2018)
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L’Occitane en Provence, commonly known as L’Occitane, is an 
international retailer of natural and organic ingredient based 
cosmetics and well-being products. It operates through three 
divisions: 
• Sell-out segment sells its products via its own stores and  
 website; 
• Sell-in segment sells its products to intermediaries such as  
 wholesalers and television show channels
• Business to Business segment sells its products to airlines  
 and hotels. 

L’Occitane has shops in over 90 countries with more than 3,400 retail outlets, over 1,500 of which 
are stores operated directly by L’Occitane. In 2013, the company created a new brand, L’Occitane 
au Brésil, focused on products from Brazil, and in early 2019, it bought British luxury skincare brand 
Elemis.

personal care &

cosmetiCs

l’ocCitane en 
proVence   

sehk stock code: 00973

do some research
group.loccitane.com
Positives

 + The company has been established for over 40 years
 + Sales have grown every year, except one, since its IPO in 2010 and have been steady for the 

last 3 years
Negatives
 - The operating margin has declined to 11%, having been 18% in the year ending March 2010
 - The inventory turnover was 308.6 days in the year ending March 2019 compared to 258.5 days 

the year before. This implies that it is taking longer to sell items which is not a good sign.
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L’Oréal manufacturers cosmetics and fragrances and serves 
customers worldwide. It is the world’s largest beauty products 
company and has over 35 brands. Principal brands include, 
Garnier, Maybelline, Lancôme and Redken. 

L’Oréal also holds the cosmetics and fragrance licensing rights 
for Yves Saint Laurent. Products are sold through third-party 
retailers, concession stands, pharmacies, and professional 
outlets. 

cosmetiCs

l’oreal  

euronext:or

cac 40 Component

do some research
loreal.com
Positives

 + Global market leader for cosmetics with a leading market share in many of the world’s most  
important cosmetics markets, including the US and China

 + Doesn’t have an owned store network with the associated costs and commitments (e.g. 
doesn’t have the large overheads that retailers that own or lease stores have)

Negatives
 - Over 60% of the shares are tied up between the founder’s family and one other large 

shareholder (Nestle). This means that less than 40% of the shares are available as the free-
float.

 - Share price is high vs its history which means it is relatively expensive
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Illumina, Inc. is an American company incorporated in April 1998 
that develops, manufactures, and markets integrated systems 
for the analysis of genetic variation and biological function. The 
company provides a line of products and services that serves the 
sequencing, genotyping and gene expression, and proteomics 
markets. Illumina’s tests allow medical researchers to determine 
what genetic combinations are associated with various diseases, 
enabling faster diagnosis, better drugs and individualised 
treatment. 

By 2014, Illumina’s technology had reduced the cost of sequencing a human genome to US $1,000, 
down from $1 million in 2007. Customers include genomic research centres, pharmaceutical 
companies, academic institutions, clinical research organisations, and biotechnology companies.

biotechnoloGy

illumina

nasdaQ: ilmn

nasdaQ-100 component

s&p 500 component

do some research
www.illumina.com
Positives

 + Illumina is the top-ranking maker of next generation sequencing tools used by life sciences 
and drug researchers to isolate and analyse genes.

 + Sales and profits have grown steadily over the last 5 years
Negatives
 - It isn’t currently paying any dividend
 - Trade tensions between the US and China have had a negative impact on sales in China and 

will  continue to do so for as long as high tariffs are in place
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Uber Technologies, Inc. is an American multinational 
transportation network company (TNC) offering services that 
include peer-to-peer ridesharing, ride service hailing, food 
delivery, and a bicycle-sharing system. The company is based 
in San Francisco and has operations in over 700 cities in over 
60 countries worldwide. Its platforms can be accessed via its 
websites and mobile apps.

As of June 2019, Uber was estimated to have 99 million monthly active platform consumers, 
collectively making 18 million trips a day. As of May 2018, Uber had 72%  market share of the global 
ride-hailing market. Uber has been so prominent in the sharing economy that the changes in 
industries as a result of it have been referred to as “Uberisation”, and many startups have described 
their products as “Uber for X”. Uber is investing in research into self-driving vehicles. 

transportation

uBer

nyse: uber

do some research
www.uber.com/en-GB/newsroomcompany-info
Positives

 + Has the largest market share for ride-hailing companies
 + Is well-known despite paying relatively little on advertising

Negatives
 - Uber is still a relatively new company and in its investment phase which means it is currently  

using more money than it is making. This also means it is not paying a dividend. 
 - There has been some negative press regarding its culture (e.g. sexual harassment and 

discrimination claims) and aggressive business practices (e.g. trying to keep competitor’s 
drivers away from passengers) and lack of employment rights for drivers (e.g. sick pay and 
annual leave)
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Lyft, Inc. is a transportation network company (TNC) based in San 
Francisco and operates in over 640 cities in the United States and 
9 cities in Canada. It develops, markets, and operates the Lyft 
mobile app, offering car rides, scooters, and a bicycle-sharing 
system. Lyft is the second-largest TNC (after Uber), with a 28% 
market share of the ride-hailing market in the United States, 

according to Second Measure (as of May 2019). It provides more than 10 million rides a week. Lyft 
also conducts research into self-driving vehicles. 

Most jurisdictions regulate TNCs and TNCs are banned from operating in some jurisdictions. Lyft has 
benefited from bad publicity achieved by its competitor, Uber, for questionable business practices. 

lyft

nasdaQ: lyft (class a)

do some research
www.lyft.com
Positives

 + Lyft has a better image than key competitor, Uber, thanks to initiatives such as buying carbon 
offsets to mitigate the impact of its vehicles on climate change as well as offering free rides to 
cancer patients

 + As of June 2019, sales were growing faster than those of competitor Uber
Negatives
 - Lyft is a relatively new company and only went public in March 2019. It is still in a heavy 

investment phase and, as of financial year 2018, costs exceeded sales meaning it is still loss-
making. This means it is not paying a dividend. 

 - There has been some negative press for the “gig economy” regarding how drivers are treated 
due to the fact they are not considered typical employees and therefore are not entitled to 
similar rights e.g. sick pay, annual leave, pension contributions etc

transportation
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Intuitive Surgical Inc. is an American corporation that develops, 
manufactures and markets robotic products designed to improve 
clinical outcomes of patients through minimally invasive surgery, 
most notably with the da Vinci Surgical System. The da Vinci 
system uses a combination of software, hardware and optics to 
allow doctors to perform robotically aided surgery from a remote 
console. The robotic systems reduce trauma to the patient by 
minimising incisions and improves a surgeon’s precision through 
increased range of motion and vision. As of June 30, 2019, there 
was an installed base of 5,270 units worldwide with 64% in the 
United States.

intuitiVe 
surgical 

nasdaQ: isrG

nasdaQ-100 component

s&p 500

do some research
www.intuitive.com
Positives

 + Intuitive Surgical is the global market leader in surgical robotics and the da Vinci surgical 
system was one of the first robotic-assisted minimally invasive surgical systems cleared by the 
FDA (American Food & Drug Administration)

 + 71% of revenue in 2018 was recurring (i.e. was achieved via renting and servicing equipment   
etc.). This can be considered a relatively stable source of income

Negatives
 - It is heavily reliant on sales in the US, which account for more than 70% of total sales
 - It doesn’t pay a dividend

mediCal 
applianCes & 

eQuipment
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Royal Dutch Shell PLC, commonly known as Shell, is a British-
Dutch oil and gas company, headquartered in the Netherlands 
and incorporated in the UK. It is one of the six oil and gas 
“supermajors” and the third-largest company in the world 
measured by 2018 revenues (and the largest based in Europe).  
Shell is vertically integrated and is active in every area of the oil 
and gas industry, including exploration and production, refining, 
transport, distribution and marketing, petrochemicals, power 
generation and trading. It also has renewable energy activities, 
including biofuels, wind, energy-kite systems, and hydrogen. 

Shell has operations in over 70 countries, produces around 3.7 million barrels of oil equivalent per 
day and has 44,000 service stations worldwide.

oil &

gas

shell

lse: rdsa, rdsB

euronext: rdsa, rdsb

nyse: rds.a, rds.B

Ftse 100 Component

do some research
www.shell.co.uk www.shell.com
Positives

 + Prides itself on having a growing dividend which has not been cut since World War II
 + Large, well-established company that is a key player in its industry

Negatives
 - A reduction in the use of fossil fuels is key to achieving the goals set out by the Paris 

Agreement of December 2015 to combat climate change
 - The share price can be impacted by the cost of oil and gas and this is out of the company’s 

control (although an increase in oil or gas prices would be a positive)
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Ryanair Holdings, Europe’s largest airline group, is the parent 
company of Ryanair DAC (an Irish low-cost passenger airline 
founded in 1985), Ryanair UK, Buzz, Malta Air and Lauda. Carrying 
over 153 m passengers each year on more than 2,400 daily flights 
from 86 bases, the group connects over 200 destinations in 38 
states on a fleet of over 475 aircraft with more on order. 

Ryanair has been characterised by its rapid expansion, a result of 
the deregulation of the aviation industry in Europe in 1997 and 
the success of its low-cost business model. 

traVel &

leisure

ryanair

lse: rya

nasdaQ: ryaay

do some research
corporate.ryanair.com
Positives
 - A market leader in the low-cost airline industry
 - It generates lots of cash and has low net debt

Negatives
 - It doesn’t pay a dividend 
 - Costs have been increasing due partly to increased staff costs
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Company Websites
Company’s own websites, in particular the Investor Relations pages, contain a wealth of information from annual reports 
and financial statements to presentations, company news and press releases.  This can give you information on their 
policies, new developments and day to day operations. There will also be contact information for the company, and 
Investor Relations Officers, who can give you information you cannot find elsewhere. We have given each company’s 
corporate web address in the Crib Sheet. Remember though, the company will always want to present itself in the best 
light so you need to ‘read between the lines’ and ask lots of questions.

Stock Exchanges
The companies on the Crib Sheet are listed on different Stock Exchanges around the world. These are links to some of 
the websites. You can find lots of information, including Share Price Charts for your Research Report on these websites. 
London Stock Exchange: LSE
www.londonstockexchange.com/home/homepage.htm
www.londonstockexchange.com/exchange/prices-and-markets/stocks/indices/ftse-indices.html
The New York Stock Exchange: NYSE www.nyse.com/index
The NASDAQ www.nasdaq.com
Euronext Amsterdam Stock Exchange  https://live.euronext.com
Bolsa De Madrid: BMAD / BME www.bolsamadrid.es/ing/aspx/Portada/Portada.aspx 
Swiss Stock Exchange: SIX www.six-group.com/exchanges
Stock Exchange of Hong Kong: SEHK / HKEX https://www.hkex.com.hk

Useful Websites
The following websites are good information sources for your research, but you can use whatever sources or methods 
you wish, as long as you record them at the end of your Research Report. Whatever research sources you use, make 
sure that they are reliable and consider if they have a particular perspective or agenda!
BBC www.bbc.co.uk/news/business/companies 
Bloomberg www.bloomberg.com/europe
Citywire citywire.co.uk
The Economist www.economist.com 
The Financial Times www.ft.com 
Google Finance www.google.com/finance
Investopedia www.investopedia.com
Moneyweek https://moneyweek.com
Morningstar www.morningstar.co.uk/uk
Reuters https://uk.reuters.com/business/markets/uk
Statista Business data, statistics and infographics www.statista.com
Stock Market Clock.com List of Stock Markets around the world and their trading hours: https://www.tradinghours.
com/exchanges
This is Money www.thisismoney.co.uk/money/index.html 
UK Sustainable Investment and Finance Association https://uksif.org
UN Principles of Responsible Investment www.unpri.org
The Wall Street Journal https://www.wsj.com
Yahoo Finance https://finance.yahoo.com

alWays reVeal 
your sources :)
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